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● Unlimited Photo Booth Sessions

● Unlimited Photo Strip Prints 

One for Each Guest that 

● Instantly Printed Photo Strips

 (Within 20 Seconds of Session)

● Friendly & Professional On-site Attendant

● Large Prop Assortment 

Hats, Wigs, Boas, Sunglasses, Mustaches, Misc.

● Satin, Black Backdrop

 Options Available

● Set-up & Take-down 

Includes Load-in 1 Hour Prior

● High Resolution Online Gallery

 (Available within 7 Days)

● Dedicated Event Manager

● The Most Fun & Flexible Team in Atlanta! 

PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGE FOR UPGRADED FEATURES
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PRINT DESIGN

____  Custom Graphic Design - Text, Logo, & Color ($0 - Included)

____ PostCard Prints ($75 - Replaces Photo Strips) - Text, Logo, & Color

BACKDROP

____ Satin, Black Backdrop ($0 - Included)

____ Alternative Color - Simple ($75)

____ Alternative Color - Unique ($100 - Ex. Sequin, Texture)

____ Green Screen Backdrop ($200 - Includes 4 Digital Backgrounds)

____ Step & Repeat Backdrop ($350 - Includes Logo / Monogram / Branding)

____ Custom Backdrop - ($TBD - Includes Unique Design)

DIGITAL PICTURES

____ Digital Gallery ($0 - Included with an Honest  Online  Review)

Sent within 10 Days after Verification

____ Digital Gallery ($35 - Rush Delivery)

(Sent within 48 Hours After Event or After Payment (if added after event)

 No Review Required

____ Memory Disc ($50 - Includes Tangible Disc Sent Via Mail)

Sent within 48 Hours of Event or After Payment (if added after event)

____ USB ($75 - Includes Drive to Obtain Pictures Night of Celebration)

SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING

____ Social Sharing with Real-time Gallery ($90 - Includes URL for Posting from Phone)

____ Social Sharing with Real-time Gallery + Gifs ($175 - Includes URL for Posting from 

Social Media Station - Email & Facebook Only)

____ Social Sharing (On-site) ($250 - Includes iPad for Real-time Social Sharing - Email, 

Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram Posting)

SCRAPBOOK

____ Full Scrapbook Service ($100 Includes Scrapbook, Service, & Designated Prints)

____ Management Service & Designated Prints ($65) - **Scrapbook Provided by Host**

____ Designated Prints Only ($25 - Includes a Copy of Each Strip)

Picture Perfect Perks



By paying a deposit or signing this proposal to reserve our services, you agree to the

following terms of this disclaimer:

Lets Booth It, LLC shall maintain sole rights and ownership of all images taken and produced by our 

equipment:

○ Customers can purchase a lifetime usage license to all images in the form of a Memory 

Gallery for our standard fee of $35.00

○ Customer can purchase complete rights (Lets Booth It, LLC will no longer own the 

images) to all customer event images for $200.00

Lets Booth It, LLC cannot guarantee that digital copies of images from customer event will be available 

after the event. While this is rare, an incident could occur that may prevent us from accessing the digital 

images.

A non-refundable deposit of at least 50% of the rental total, or proposal signature, must be provided 

within 48 hours of your confirmed reservation in order to officially reserve the requested date. Unless 

otherwise agreed to, failure to provide a deposit can result in loss of the service reservation.

Final payment is due prior to our arrival at customer event unless otherwise agreed to. Failure to make 

final payment arrangements can result in loss of service reservation.

Event cancellations agree to forfeiture of a non-refundable deposit. Cancellation due to weather will be 

permitted a “rain-check” on a future date when given a 12 hour advance notice for cancellation if full 

payment has been made. If weather cancellation is made within 12 hour of the event start time, there will 

be an additional $125 “reschedule fee” added to event date. If the only a deposit has been paid prior to 

weather cancellation, final balance must be paid in order to receive a “rain-check” waiver. If not, the 

deposit on file will be forfeited. If full payment was to be paid on the day of the event, we will still need 

to issue the deposit invoice; this is held for a future rental date.

If an event cancellation is made prior to an event deposit being made, but the designed strip has been 

approved, a $50 design fee will processed in sent with an invoice.

Lets Booth It require a $10 processing fee for all payments submitted via check.

A Late Payment Fee in the amount of $50 will be assessed to all invoices 5 days past due unless 

otherwise agreed to. 

As with any company there are certain things that must be enforced as official company policy. With such, we 

want to be as straightforward and transparent as possible. We do not believe in lengthy Disclaimers stuffed 

with microscopic terms and conditions, so we will not burden you with it either!

Disclaimer/Policies



We require access to a reliable power source within 20 feet of the booth setup location. If the distance 

from power source if further than 20 feet, customer agrees to provide additional extension cords.

If customer fails to provide event location prior to reserving our service, a separate travel fee may be 

issued to offset reasonable travel expenses (this is rare; please let us know where location will be held!)

Customers have the right to change their Event Details (date, time, location, etc..) prior to 7 days before 

their event without penalty (assuming our schedule allows us to accommodate the request). If a major 

Event Detail is updated within 7 days of the event date, there will be a minimum $50.00 fee to 

process the request.

Lets Booth It, LLC will provide a custom designed strip for the physical photo prints. Customer has the right 

to unlimited revisions until satisfied and approved. If a previously approved design requires update (or 

complete revision), there is a $50.00 design fee.

Lets Booth It provides a general prop assortment for all rentals. If props are severely damaged, 

misplaced, or borrowed (and not returned) by event guests, Lets Booth It has the right to issue a 

minimum $50.00 invoice for the loss (this is very rare; we will discuss with customer if such a case should 

arise).

If customer fails to provide event location prior to reserving our service, a separate travel fee may be 

issued to offset reasonable travel expenses (this is rare, so please tell us where your event will be held!).

All rentals include a satin black backdrop, black bench cover, and black table cloth.  Request for a 

different backdrop style or linen color is considered an upgrade; additional fees apply.  

A Lets Booth It attendant will arrive to set up our equipment prior to customer’s designated, operational 

start time.  For standard rentals, we will arrive within 1 hour prior of the operational start time.  For trade 

shows and large corporate events, we will arrive within 2 hours of the operational start time.  If an earlier 

load-in is required (from customer or venue), additional load-in/idle hour fees will apply.

If customer wishes to extend the length of time for their rental, while we are already on-site, the 

extended rental rate is $65/half-hour or $120/hr. Time extensions made in advance (prior to our arrival) 

are priced at $50/half-hour. The rates in this policy apply regardless of the rate quoted by an on-site 

attendant.

If paid parking and/or load-in fees (i.e. bellhop, cart rental, etc…) are incurred in excess of $10, Lets Booth 

It will issue an invoice to cover the unforeseen expenses.

Customer agrees that if final payment is not collected within 30 days of the completed event, Lets Booth 

It, LLC will pursue payment via collections agency (unless previously agreed to alternative resolution has 

been established)

By signing below, I agree to the terms of this contract and the disclaimers/policies set forth.

Date:____________       Client Signature: ___________________________________________________


